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Abstract

Ecological interactions link species in networks. Loss of species from, or introduction of
new species into, an existing network may have substantial e�ects for interaction pa�erns.
Predicting changes in interaction frequency while allowing for rewiring of existing inter-
actions, and hence estimating the consequences of community compositional changes is
thus a central challenge for network ecology. Interactions between species groups, such as
pollinators and �owers or parasitoids and hosts, are moderated by matching morphologi-
cal traits or sensory clues, most of which are unknown to us. If these traits are phylogeneti-
cally conserved, however, we can use phylogenetic distances to construct latent, surrogate
traits and try to match those across groups, in addition to observed traits. Understanding
how important traits and trait-matching are, relative to abundances and chance, is cru-
cial to estimate the fundamental predictability of network interactions. Here we present
a statistically sound approach (“tapnet”) to ��ing abundances, traits and phylogeny to
observed network data in order to predict interaction frequencies. We thereby expand ex-
isting approaches to quantitative bipartite networks, which so far failed to correctly repre-
sent the non-independence of network interactions. Furthermore, we use simulations and
cross-validation on independent data to evaluate the predictive power of the �t. Our re-
sults show that tapnet is on a par with abundance-only, matching-centrality and machine
learning approaches. �is approach also allows us to evaluate how well current concepts
of trait matching work. Based on our results, we expect that interactions in well-sampled
networks can be well predicted if traits and abundances are the main driver of interaction
frequency.
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Introduction

Network ecology has vastly increased our knowledge of ecosystems, delivered fascinating in-

sights into their organization (e.g. the slow-and-fast-energy channels in Rooney et al. 2006),

and fostered speculation about co-evolution (e.g. Guimarães Jr et al., 2011). While arguably the

litmus test of any ecological understanding is a test of its predictive power (Houlahan et al.,

2017), only recently have predictive models of network interactions started to emerge (e.g. Ives

and Godfray, 2006; Petchey et al., 2008; Crea et al., 2016; Rohr et al., 2016; Brousseau et al., 2018;

Pichler et al., 2020). A�er several decades of research on ecological networks we have learned

a lot about their pa�erns (e.g. along latitudinal or elevational gradients, across di�erent types

of interactions) and their stability (see, e.g. Bascompte and Jordano, 2014; Moore et al., 2017),

yet so far we have had limited success in predicting interaction intensities or even aggregate

network structure (as pointed out by Vázquez et al. 2009; Olito and Fox 2015; Poisot et al. 2016;

Valdovinos et al. 2018, but see Pomeranz et al. 2019; Vizentin-Bugoni et al. 2020).

Some of the most successful a�empts at predicting network structure were made in studies

of food webs, where body size ratios were found to be a good predictor of presence or absence

of predator-prey interactions (e.g. Allesina, 2011; Gravel et al., 2013; Pomeranz et al., 2019), and

allometric scaling of parameters allowed to �t a mechanistic model of optimal foraging theory

(the contingency model: Stephens and Krebs, 1986) to large networks (Beckerman et al., 2006;

Petchey et al., 2008). However, body size is not a suitable predictor for most other interaction

types, for example host–parasitoid interactions or interactions involving plants (Bascompte

and Jordano, 2014; Dormann and Blüthgen, 2017). Moreover, while network predictions should

ideally be based on theory, existing theoretical models such as the contingency model make

strongly simplifying assumptions (e.g. sequential encounter of resources, maximising of av-

erage resource intake, ideal knowledge of resource availability, no within-guild interference:

Pyke, 1984; Stephens and Krebs, 1986), but still require large numbers of parameter values as

input, which are di�cult to provide without a shortcut such as allometric scaling. �us, we still

lack a general approach to predict various types of ecological networks. In addition, whereas

most existing models of ecological networks only predict binary network structure, models
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that allow to estimate the intensity of interspeci�c interactions can glean more information

from the data.

While a theoretical model encompassing all types of interaction networks does not yet

exist, there are obvious candidate factors for predicting interaction intensities, some at the level

of the individual species (such as their abundance), some at the interplay of species, such as the

match of interaction-relevant traits (Junker et al., 2010, 2013; Dehling et al., 2016). Since some

of the relevant traits are di�cult to measure, but show a phylogenetic signal, phylogeny can

be used as a proxy for such unmeasured traits (Ives and Godfray, 2006; Pearse and Alterma�,

2013; Morales-Castilla et al., 2015; Peralta, 2016).

�ere are several previous approaches to include traits, abundance and phylogeny into a

statistical method to analyze and possibly predict interactions. �ey di�er in their scope (bi-

nary vs quantitative networks), the type of network (bipartite vs. unipartite) and the statistical

method. For example, Ives and Godfray (2006), Pearse and Alterma� (2013), Rohr et al. (2016)

and Crea et al. (2016) all used regression models to predict binary networks based on phy-

logeny and measured traits. Brousseau et al. (2018) improved on the model of Rohr et al. (2016)

by adding a larger number of traits as predictors and using a more �exible Generalized Addi-

tive Model (GAM). Vázquez et al. (2009) and Olito and Fox (2015) chose a di�erent statistical

approach in which they constructed matrices of interaction probabilites based on traits and

abundances and assumed that the observed interaction intensities are drawn from a multino-

mial distribution with these probabilities. Most recently, Desjardins-Proulx et al. (2017) and

Pichler et al. (2020) modelled interaction networks using machine-learning algorithms, which

are highly �exible, but provide li�le information on the underlying mechanisms of the inter-

actions.

While the above-mentioned approaches have had some success in describing ecological

networks, they are faced with two issues, one statistical, the other ecological. First, most meth-

ods treat the interactions in a network as statistically independent (except Vázquez et al., 2009;

Olito and Fox, 2015; Crea et al., 2016), although this assumption is likely to be violated. Any

interaction with one species precludes the interaction with other species at the same time;

thus, one more observation here inevitably means one less there. Furthermore, depending on
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the type of interaction and method of data collection, the same individual may be observed

multiple times, again violating the independence assumption. Finally, interactions of di�er-

ent consumer species may be non-independent due to intraguild competition for resources,

which can cause shi�s in species’ preferences (e.g. Loeuille and Loreau, 2005; Spiesman and

Gra�on, 2016). Such non-independence must be accounted for in order not to yield biased and

overcon�dent model estimates.

An ecological issue is how to represent the role of species traits and their matching. Models

based on linear regression assume that all traits and trait combinations have linear e�ects on

interaction probabilities, while machine-learning algorithms do not provide any information

on the mechanisms connecting traits to interactions. In reality, interaction intensities may

depend on the matching of quantitative trait values in nonlinear and possibly asymmetric

ways. For instance, large billed birds can feed on small seeds, but small billed ones not on

large seeds (e.g. Muñoz et al., 2017). Ideally, models of ecological networks should allow to

explicitly incorporate such trait-matching mechanisms, to correctly represent the ecological

mechanisms and provide accurate predictions (but see Sebastián-González et al., 2016, for an

implicit approach).

In this paper we present a statistical approach to analyzing and predicting interaction in-

tensity, based on observed and phylogeny-based latent traits and their matching, alongside

abundances of each species. Unlike previous analyses, which were mostly explorative, we-

assess our model’s performance on independent network data that were not used for ��ing.

For more ecological realism, and in extension to previous approaches, we provide symmetric

and asymmetric trait-matching functions. In contrast to all previous approaches for traits and

phylogeny, we account for the non-independence of observations in the network, using the

multinomial probability approach of Vázquez et al. (2009) and Olito and Fox (2015). Finally, we

assess the quality of our approach at the level of the individual link, not only at the level of

network pa�erns, as the aim is to predict a speci�c interaction.

Our approach can be used for prediction of, say, introduction or loss of species from a

community, which may lead to a “rewiring” of interactions, or for predicting the e�ects of

changes in abundances. Moreover, it can be used to quantify the importance of observed trait
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pairs for such predictions, such as the morphological compatibility of a plant’s �ower corolla

and a pollinator’s proboscis, or the beak size of a frugivorous bird and the size of a fruit (see

also Pichler et al., 2020).

We �rst outline the idea and details behind our approach, then demonstrate its validity

with simulated data, and �nally use three hummingbird-�ower networks to make predictions

across habitats. In that case study, we also use alternative published approaches to gauge their

performances on real-world validation data.

Methods

We call our approach “tapnet”, as it uses traits, abundance-activity and phylogeny to predict

network interactions. Our background in pollination ecology makes it natural for us to think

of bipartite interaction networks, where one group’s members (e.g. pollinators) interact with

members of another group (e.g. plants), but not within each group. However, the approach can

be similarly applied to functional group- or individual-based networks and probably extended

to one-mode networks, but that is beyond the scope of our study. In the case of analysing

individuals, species’ average traits would be replaced by individual trait values. Abundances

could either be removed completely or replaced by some measure of individual activity.

Before explaining our approach in detail, here is an outline (Fig. 1): We developed a model

that outputs expected interaction probabilities based on traits, abundances and phylogenies.

We can now compare the output with an observed network and optimize model parameters so

as to maximize �t. In this way we estimate several (largely) ecologically interpretable param-

eters. For prediction, we can use the ��ed model together with new abundances (including

previously unobserved species) and yield expected interaction probabilities. While the role of

traits is probably clear, phylogenies are used to construct so-called latent traits to be matched

across groups. As a side e�ect, new species entering a community can be positioned in the

phylogeny and this position then feeds through to the actual predictions, in addition to the

(optional) observed traits.

Traits refer to species-speci�c characteristics that have a counterpart in a trait of the other
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group, and the analyst must provide these traits in matching format (i.e. corolla and proboscis

length, or phenologies during a season, quanti�ed in such a way that the same value for both

would imply a perfect match). �e model can be employed without trait information.

Abundance-activity (henceforth abundances) can be any measure proportional to the prob-

ability of encountering a species in the �eld. For instance, a plant with an a�ractive scent would

be more conspicuous to a pollinator than a non-odorant one. And an abundant bee would be

encountered more o�en than a rare one, if they move at the same rate (hence abundance-

activity). If the trait-pairs responsible for interaction activity are known and provided to tap-

net, the role of actual abundances can be quanti�ed, otherwise the two will remain confounded

(as in any other analysis).

Phylogenies for each group are used as building blocks for unobserved (latent) traits mod-

erating species interactions. �ey add complementary information to the observed traits (Pearse

et al., 2013), and may be able to suggest possible additional traits that underlie the observed

interactions.

We present the approach starting with the statistical goal and then going into ever more

detail. We provide R-code for simulating “tapnet” data, for ��ing observed networks, for as-

sessing model �t and for predicting to new abundances and traits in the R-package tapnet.

Likelihood

Our approach is to �t a (non-standard) statistical model to observed data on interaction net-

works. While we can use several networks simultaneously to �t the model, we restrict our

outline here to the simplest case of only one observed network. Let us call the observed inter-

action matrix O of dimension m×n (m rows by n columns).

We compare O with our model predictions P by means of a multinomial distribution

(eqn 1), as entries in that interaction matrix are non-independent. (Entries in O are integers,

typically number of observed interactions per standardized observation e�ort. For continuously-

valued observations, a Dirichlet distribution could probably be employed: Crea et al. 2016.) To

do so, we represent O as a vector of length mn, rather than a matrix. Formally, we predict the

entries in O, oi, based on the total number of observed interactions, ntotal = ∑
mn
i=1 oi, and the
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vector of predicted interaction probabilities, p̂i, which are the output of our model:

f (o1, . . .omn;ntotal, p̂1, . . . , p̂mn) =
ntotal!
∏i oi!

mn

∏
i=1

p̂oi
i (1)

Model components

Our model yields a matrix of predicted interactions, P=(p̂i, j)∈Rm×n, as (re-scaled) Hadamard

(= element-wise) product of three prediction components: abundance-based expected proba-

bilities A, trait-matching based expected probabilities T, and latent-trait-based expected prob-

abilities L, each scaled to sum to 1:

P = A◦ (T◦L)δ

∑(T◦L)δ
. (2)

A is the matrix of abundance-based interaction probabilities based on the cross-product of

normalized species abundances vectors for the lower ol
A and higher oh

A trophic level (note that

we reserve capital le�ers for matrices): A =
ol

A
∑ol

A
× oh

A
∑oh

A
. �us, A represents the probability

of an interaction for each cell based only on the relative abundances of the di�erent species:

we would expect more interactions among common species than among rare species. ol,h
A is

based on independently measured abundances, not simply the marginal totals of the observed

matrix O. �e free exponent, δ ∈ (0,1), allows the optimization to give more or less weight to

traits relative to abundance, and thereby also serves as a quanti�cation of the importance of

abundance within the �t. As a side-e�ect, the abundance-only predictions are a limiting case

of tapnet, for δ = 0. �e denominator summing over (T◦L)δ is necessary to re-normalize this

term to sum to 1, on a par with A.

T is the matrix of expected interaction probabilities based on the degree to which observed

traits match between species of the di�erent groups. If, say, the proboscis of a pollinator is a

bit too short or too long compared to the depth of the corolla of a plant species, then inter-

actions become less likely than perfectly matching lengths. We de�ne a (single parameter)

trait-matching function for a pair (i, j) of trait values ft(t l
i , t

h
j ) by the Gaussian function:
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ft(t l
i , t

h
j ,σ) =

1
σ
√

2π
e−

(thj−tli )
2

2σ2 . (3)

Alternatively, we can de�ne an asymmetric matching function (a log-normal with its mode

shi�ed to 0), as too long a proboscis is no obstacle to an interaction, while one too short is:

ft(t l
i , t

h
j ,µ) =

1
(th

j − t l
i + eµ−1)

√
2π

e−
1
2 (ln(t

h
j−t l

i+eµ−1)−µ)2
, (4)

where eµ−1 is a parameter determining the shape of the function, in a similar way to σ in eqn 3.

It is �t during the model optimization (see further below). Other functions could of course

be used, especially when the relationship between trait values and interaction probability is

known. �e trait-matching functions is computed for all species, i.e. the inputs are in fact

vectors of trait values for the lower (tl) and higher level (th). �e elements of T,(τi j), are the

ft-values computed using eqns. 3 or 4: (τi j) = ft(t l
i , t

h
j ).

Latent-trait-based interaction probability matrix L, �nally, is the most complex matrix of

expected interaction probabilities. Its function is primarily to improve predictions, as abun-

dances and observed traits are unlikely to be su�cient to capture the information present in

the observed interaction matrix. Just like T, also L is found by matching traits of one level

to those of the other by optimizing the σ -parameter of its Gaussian trait-matching function

(eqn 3). In this case, however, these traits are unobserved (latent) and are constructed as part

of the optimization process from phylogenetic eigenvectors, as explained in the next section.

Constructing matching latent trait values

�e reasons why a species from one group interacts with one from another may be extremely

complex. Bees, for example, may rely on visual and olfactorial signals, as well as innate pref-

erences and learned behavior, for selecting a �ower to visit (Chi�ka and Raine, 2006). On the

other hand, plants may increase nectar production in response to sensing pollinator’s wing-

beats (Veits et al., 2019). If these traits can be measured, they can be used in tapnet as observed

traits. In many cases, however, we may have li�le chance to identify, let alone measure, the
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traits involved. In such cases, one can “invent” trait values with the sole aim of improving the

�t of the model.

Computationally it is more e�cient, and ecologically more satisfactory, if there is a basis

for computing such latent trait values (similar to geographic distances in spatial models used

in joint species distribution models: Warton et al., 2015). In our case, we assume latent traits

to summarize traits correlated with phylogeny. �ese latent traits typically exhibit no phy-

logenetic signal anymore, and the phylogenies are only used as an e�cient way to generate

orthogonal vectors. �is approach has several bene�ts. Firstly, it allows us to introduce new

species when predicting from the ��ed tapnet model, as we can compute their phylogenetic

position relative to the other species in the group, and hence also the value of their latent

trait. Secondly, the resulting latent trait may, upon mapping it to the phylogeny, suggest a

hypothesis about an actual trait behind it.

Technically, constructing a latent trait within a group is straightforward if a phylogeny

is available. Alternatively, a taxonomy can be used (Clarke and Warwick, 1999). From such a

phylogeny one can compute phylogenetic eigenvectors (Guénard et al., 2013), i.e. for k species

k−1 vectors that are orthogonal to each other and represent the information of the phylogeny

(similar to the way a Principal Component Analysis summarizes the information in a data set):

the �rst phylogenetic eigenvector accounts for the largest genetic di�erences in the tree, the

second for the largest in the remaining variation, and so forth. Mathematically, a phylogenetic

tree can be represented as a (cophenetic) distance matrix, and an eigenvalue decomposition of

said distance matrix yields the phylogenetic eigenvectors.

For each group, we can now de�ne a latent trait vector l as a linear combination of the

phylogenetic eigenvectors pi, . . . ,pk−1, one for each trophic level:

ll = a1pl
1 +a2pl

2 +a3pl
3 + . . .+am−1pl

m−1

lh = b0 +b1ph
1 +b2ph

2 +b3ph
3 + . . .+bn−1ph

n−1 (5)

For computational reasons, we will only use the �rst few (3-5) phylogenetic eigenvectors.

When ll and lh match, the probability of an interaction is high, just like for observed traits
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tl and th above. �e values of ai and bi have to be found by optimisation. Since the values of

l are void of meaning, one cannot assume that the latent vectors align optimally. �erefore,

a shi� parameter is ��ed for the higher trophic level (b0). Analogous to T, the elements of

L,(`i j), are the ft-values computed using eqn 3 based on the latent traits: (`i j) = ft(ll
i , l

h
j ).

Fitting the model

�e tapnet model outlined above can now be ��ed to the observed interaction network by ad-

justing several parameters. As input the model requires the paired observed traits (0 to many);

the phylogeny of each group; the abundance vector for each group, and for computation of

the likelihood, the observed interaction matrix. �e model parameters are (i) the width of the

trait matching function (σ in eqn 3) for each pair of traits; (ii) the width of the trait matching

function for the latent traits; and, (iii) two vectors of parameters for the construction of the

latent trait (eqn 5).

In the optimization using the standard Nelder-Mead algorithm, we used a few tricks to

increase the reliability of the model. To ensure identi�ability, we constrained a1 to be positive

(i.e. de�ned it as ea1). Otherwise the exact same values with inverted signs would yield the

same �t. Furthermore, any multiple of al,ah would yield the same prediction. �erefore we

standardized both ll and lh before entering them into the trait-matching function (eqn 3).

When ��ing multiple networks simultaneously or when using di�erent networks for op-

timization and prediction, we run into the problem of having di�erent species present in each

network. In such cases we �rst calculate the eigenvectors of the phylogenetic tree containing

all species from all networks. In a second step, we select from these eigenvectors those that

are most relevant for the respective network, i.e. the eigenvectors most closely correlated with

each of the eigenvectors of the tree containing only the species of this particular network. We

then �t parameters only for the selected relevant eigenvectors.
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Assessing model quality

Optimizing the model parameters immediately yields the model’s likelihood. Additionally, we

may be interested in the latent variables, as they code the (combination of) trait(s) missing

in our observed data. For simulated data, we can compare the reconstructed latent traits with

those actually simulated. Predicted and observed interactions were additionally compared us-

ing other distance measures, such as the Pearson correlation or Bray-Curtis distance, or by

summarizing the network structure by indices (such as nestedness or specialization). For net-

work indices, we drew 1000 realizations from the ��ed multinomial distribution of each sim-

ulated network (see below) and computed network indices for these. �en, we computed on

which quantile of these 1000 realization the observed network’s index lay (sometimes called

the ‘posterior p-value’: Gelman, 2005). Ideally, this value should be 0.5, indicating no bias in

indices in the ��ed network.

Simulations

To assess how performance of the tapnet model varies with the characteristics of the data

used for ��ing, we performed two simulation experiments. �e �rst aimed to evaluate the

model’s goodness of �t to the interaction network used for estimating parameters, while the

second was designed to test the model’s accuracy of prediction to a new network. In both

experiments we varied six parameters (Table 1) using Latin hypercube sampling (McKay et al.,

1979). Ranges of numerical parameters were divided into 500 equally spaced intervals, and a

single random value was drawn from each interval. For parameters with integer values (e.g.

number of observed traits), drawn values were rounded to the nearest integer. In the case

of categorical parameters, we randomly sampled 500 times with replacement from the set of

possible values. (A pre-run with only 100 samples yielded virtually identical results, indicating

that 500 runs are su�cient.) Since the number of observed traits varied between zero and

four, we drew four sets of 500 values for the width parameter of the trait matching function.

Depending on the number of observed traits of the respective parameter combination, we used

only a subset of the four values to calculate matrix T (or none at all with zero traits).
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For each of the 500 parameter combinations, we simulated a data set consisting of relative

abundances, phylogenetic trees and pairs of matching traits. Species abundances were either

all set to the same value (1/m or 1/n, respectively) or drawn from a log-normal distribution

with parameters µ = 0 and σ2 = 1 and standardized to a sum of one. Trait values were likewise

drawn from a log-normal distribution with µ = 0 and σ2 = 1. We simulated phylogenetic trees

using the function “pbtree” from R package “phytools” (Revell, 2012) with a speciation rate of

1 and extinction rate of 0.

For both experiments, we simulated phylogenies and traits of 30 and 60 lower- and higher-

trophic level species, respectively, for each parameter combination. �ese data were used to

construct a matrix of interaction probabilities P according to the “tapnet” model as described

above. While the width parameters of the trait matching functions for observed and latent

traits were systematically varied between simulations, the latent trait linear combination pa-

rameters ai were set to a value of 1 in all simulations. From the interaction probabilities we

constructed a network of simulated interactions with total number of interactions ntotal by

drawing from a multinomial distribution with probabilities p̂i, j.

For the �rst experiment, we then randomly selected 15 (lower trophic level) and 30 (higher

trophic level) species. To these data, we �t tapnet and assess goodness of �t.

For the second experiment, we randomly drew twice a random set of 15 × 30 species.

Again, tapnet was �t to the �rst, but then predicted to the second set. On average, these two

sets share half of their species and 25% of their interactions. It thus represents a strong test of

predicting to new data. As measures of goodness of �t, we calculated the Bray-Curtis similarity

and Spearman rank-correlation between the entries of simulated and predicted networks.

Independently observed vs network-derived abundances

�e majority of published interactions networks does not provide independent estimates of

the abundances of each species (ol
A and oh

A for lower and higher trophic level, respectively;

see eqn 2). In current network analyses, it is thus customary to use network-derived, marginal

totals of the network matrix (Oi· and O· j, respectively) as plugin instead (e.g. to formulate null

model expectations: Vázquez and Aizen, 2003; Barber, 2007; Blüthgen et al., 2007; Dormann
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et al., 2009). However, these marginal totals carry the imprint of network structure. In one ex-

treme, pollinators in the region may simply not be a�racted by the �owers in the patch under

consideration and hence are not present in the network. Or, in the case of antagonistic net-

works, a parasite may reduce the population size of its host to such a degree that interactions

are hardly observed, although their intensity is very high (e.g. Barbosa et al., 2017).

We investigated the consequences of using independent vs network-derived abundances

on prediction quality with the simulated data. For the same simulated data, we once �t tapnet

with the simulated independent abundances and once with the marginal totals of the simulated

interaction network. We then predict to either the independent abundances of the second sim-

ulated network vs its marginal totals. We expect that network-derived abundances will lead

to a be�er model prediction, simply because they contain information on the structure of the

test network.

Case study

As a demonstration, we use the case study of Tinoco et al. (2017), who compiled data on

hummingbird-pollination networks in three di�erent habitats (forest, shrubland and a cat-

tle farm) in the southern Ecuadorian Andes. �e data published alongside the paper1 include

traits for both plants and hummingbirds, as well as external abundance data. �ese networks

are unusually intensively sampled, with 1288, 3979 and 2405 interactions in each of the three

habitats, respectively, across 32 plant and 14 hummingbird species, some occurring only in one

habitat.

In the case study, we additionally compare the predictive performance of tapnet with

three di�erent alternative approaches: abundance-only, trait-matching-and-phylogeny GAM

following the ideas of Brousseau et al. (2018), and a similar model using random forest (see

supplementary material for R-code and detailed results).

�e abundance-only model can be seen as a baseline: it uses only the information on the

activity/abundance of the m lower level and n higher level species in the validation data v,

specifying the estimated probability of interactions: P̂v =
ol

v
∑

m
i=1 ol

v,i
× oh

v
∑

n
j=1 oh

v, j
. Multiplying this

1http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.j860
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with the number of observed interactions, Ntotal = ∑ol = ∑oh, yields the predicted interaction

intensity. Only improving on this model demonstrates explanatory power of traits and their

matching.

Following the approach of Brousseau et al. (2018), we ��ed a negative-binomial GAM us-

ing 2-D-splines on the �rst phylogenetic eigenvectors of each group, the same for the second

eigenvectors, the observed trait values per species of each group and the squared di�erence

between traits (representing trait matching). While the original approach used traits and phy-

logenies to predict binary networks, here we predicted quantitative interaction matrices and

additionally used the abundances as predictors. Spline complexity was set to k = 3 for uni-

variate and k = 20 for 2D-splines, and an additional shrinkage was imposed by se�ing gamma

to 1.4, both following Brousseau et al. (2018). Note that this approach, as well as the next,

implicitly assumes entries of the interaction matrix to be (conditionally) independent (see dis-

cussion).

�e random forest approach was run using default se�ing (i.e. 500 trees, trying the rounded

down square root of number of predictors at each split). It was provided with the same infor-

mation as the previous GAM but using all phylogenetic eigenvectors; it serves as a comparison

of the algorithm’s �exibility, as it allows for interactions among the predictors.

While tapnet can �t several networks simultaneously (see supplementary material), we

employed it akin to the other approaches in a cross-validation se�ing: the models were ��ed

to one network, and then predicted to the two others in turn. Results were compared using

the correlation between predicted and observed interactions.

Models were �t in R using packages mgcv (Wood, 2006) and ranger (Wright and Ziegler,

2017); see supplement for R-code of simulations and case study.

Results

Simulations

In the �rst simulation experiment, the correlation between observed and �t networks was

overall only moderate (mean value r = 0.76 across all 500 parameter combinations). A strong
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e�ect of the number of observations was detectable, yielding high correlations between ob-

served and �t networks (r̄ > 0.83) for networks with more than 0.5 (i.e. 250 interactions in a

network with 15 ·30 = 450 cells) observations per number of cells (Fig. 2, top le�). Correlation

coe�cients were lower for networks with equal than for log-normal abundances of all species,

and higher for the ‘normal’ trait-matching functions than shi�ed log-normal. With increasing

number of observed traits, correlation coe�cients also increased, indicating the usefulness

of observed traits for thinly sampled networks. �e two trait-matching function parameters

(trait matching width of latent and of observed traits) did not seem to have a clear e�ect on

the correlation between observed and predicted networks. Pa�erns of variation in Bray-Curtis

similarity of observed and predicted networks were similar to those for Pearson’s r (results not

shown).

In the second simulation experiment, with prediction to a new network, pa�erns were

very similar to those in the ��ing-evaluation, with overall lower correlations (r̄ = 0.42, and

for densely sampled networks r̄ = 0.49). Correlation coe�cients depended strongly on the

number of observations, abundance distribution and type of trait-matching function employed

(Fig. 3). All other parameters had much less e�ect, and the di�erence between the two trait-

matching functions can thus be seen as two almost separate sets of points in all plots apart

from the categorical abundances.

Network indices for random realizations of the ��ed network were very similar to those of

the observed, usually falling within the 95% con�dence interval of the null model (Fig. 4). To

assess the coverage of the �ts and their potential bias, we computed posterior p-values for each

index as mean quantile (see methods: Assessing model quality). Across the 500 simulations of

the �rst experiment, mean posterior p-values were: connectance 0.42; NODF 0.44; weighted

NODF 0.40; and H′2 0.68, all indicating a slightly too generalist estimation of network structure

(Fig. 4, bo�om row).

Di�erence between independent and network-derived abundances

�e �t of tapnet to the simulated data was slightly improved by using the marginal totals,

rather than the independently “observed” abundances (r̄ = 0.76±0.22 (1 sd) for independent
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abundances compared to r̄ = 0.83± 0.15 with marginal totals). Also the prediction to the

second simulated network, where half of the species were previously unobserved, improved

markedly from r̄ = 0.41±0.30 for independent abundances to r̄ = 0.62±0.25 with marginal

totals of the new network. Note that using only the marginal totals of the test network (with-

out traits or phylogeny) to predict interactions already ��ed and predicted well, with a high

correlation between marginals and the new network interactions (r̄ = 0.66±0.17).

Case study

�e tapnet model ��ed the three hummingbird-�ower networks be�er than the abundance-

only model and the GAM, but worse than the random forest approach (Table 2). On cross-

validation, when ��ing to one and predicting to the other two networks in turn, the tapnet

approach was no be�er or worse than the abundance-only and the random forest approach,

but substantially be�er than the GAM (Table 3). Interestingly, all approaches except the trait-

neutral, abundance-only lost dramatically in performance from train to test data. �e GAM,

for example, ��ed the data moderately, but held no predictive power for the test data. Ran-

dom forest, although reporting an extremely good �t, decreased to the level of tapnet and

abundance-only on the test data. �is drop in performance from ��ing to predicting suggests

that all statistical approaches over��ed, sometimes heavily.

Discussion

Over the last years, two main, not mutually exclusive lines of modeling approaches to predict

network structure have emerged (as reviewed in Valdovinos, 2019). Neutral models assume all

species to be similar and generalist, and hence describe an expectation for network structure

primarily based on sampling intensity and abundance distributions. Indeed, such approaches

are o�en used as null model against which to gauge the e�ect of interaction preferences (e.g.

Vázquez and Aizen, 2003; Blüthgen et al., 2006; Dormann et al., 2009). In contrast, interaction

constraint models focus on why some links are not present, typically using species traits and

their match across the groups as explanatory features (Santamarı́a and Rodrı́guez-Gironés,
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2007; Bartomeus et al., 2016). In the approach presented here, we combine both by allowing

abundances to contribute or even entirely dominate the prediction, but use matching between

observed traits and between latent traits as constraints.

�e results so far are both promising and sobering. On the one hand we demonstrated that

we can �t the observed data well with the tapnet approach, and predict reasonably in sim-

ulated data. We can also predict with moderate accuracy networks from other habitats, and

that the tapnet approach did that be�er than some previous a�empts to combine observed

and latent traits (Brousseau et al., 2018). On the other hand, by far the most important pre-

dictor for our case study was species abundance, which makes it easy for any approach and

prevents the trait-matching strength of tapnet to play out. �us, a neutral model, using only

abundances, was as good in prediction (but not �t), and at the same time much simpler, than

tapnet or random forest. We think that at least two factors contribute to this �nding: (1) the

hummingbird-�ower-network is not very specialized, despite featuring the most spectacular

sword-billed hummingbird (Ensifera ensifera), whose pollination-adapted bill is longer than its

body, and (2) when abundance is very important, the log-likelihood becomes very shallow and

di�cult to improve upon. Also, abundance may be correlated with a trait relevant for inter-

actions, although in this case there was no correlation between bill/seed size and abundances

(r = 0.019 and −0.15, respectively; see supplement).

In simulations with many (> 500) observations, tapnet predictions were very reasonable,

while in the case study all approaches fared relatively poorly. Our simulations included pro-

cesses deemed to be most important for determining network structure (compared to the list

in Valdovinos, 2019). �is suggests that either mutualist networks may simply be extremely

noisy and under low evolutionary pressure, or that the current trait-matching concepts are

not good enough for describing, across networks, the processes that drive interactions. �is

suggests a strong context-dependence of interactions, depending probably substantially on in-

traspeci�c trait variation (Laughlin et al., 2012), behavioral complexity (Kaiser-Bunbury et al.,

2010; Morán-López et al., 2020), competition within guilds (Vandermeer, 2004; Saavedra et al.,

2013), non-linear frequency-dependence (Benadi and Pauw, 2018) and environmental condi-

tions more generally (see Valdovinos, 2019, for review). Future research across many di�erent
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networks has to show whether abundance is consistently such an important predictor for in-

teraction frequencies.

�e chicken-and-egg problem of abundances and network structure

Not all studies record independent abundances, e.g. by estimating �oral cover, sweep-ne�ing

insects or alike, and this is more common for birds than for insects. Without such independent

abundance data, its role for determining interaction frequencies cannot be determined. One

frequent “solution” is to use the observed interactions of each species (the marginal totals of

the interactions matrix) as surrogate for its abundance. �is approach has been rightly criti-

cized as confounding the e�ect of abundances on network interactions with the e�ect of net-

work structure on abundances, i.e. the chicken-and-egg problem of network interactions (Fort

et al., 2016; Dormann et al., 2017). �is con�ict was also detectable in our simulations, where

the tapnet-prediction to the test data was substantially improved by using the test network’s

marginal total as predictor. Clearly, these surrogate abundances carry some information, be-

yond abundance, on network structure and hence interaction intensity.

Flower-visitation networks are, in general, only moderately “ecologically specialized” (sensu

Armbruster, 2017) (see, e.g., Blüthgen et al., 2007; Schleuning et al., 2012; Zanata et al., 2017),

suggesting that neither plants nor pollinators depend crucially on a speci�c (set of) species to

interact with. As a consequence, network structure and species abundances are strongly linked.

In these cases, marginal totals may arguably be used in lieu of independent abundances. Our

case study on a plant-pollinator system shows that this is not the correct approach. Indeed,

when predicting the ��ed model once with the external and once with the marginal abun-

dances, we �nd a dramatically be�er performance for the marginal abundances (across the

three habitats, predictive correlation is r̄ = 0.75, compared to a meager r̄ = 0.26 with inde-

pendent abundances: see supplementary material). Clearly, marginal abundances contain an a

priori unknown amount of information, representing the outcome of within-guild interactions,

variable activity of individuals, selection cues (scent, visual signals) and so forth.
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How independent are observed interactions?

We believe that treating observed interactions as independent data is statistically incorrect

(see introduction), thus questioning the likelihood used by Rohr et al. (2016) and Brousseau

et al. (2018), as well as the implicit independence assumption in Pichler et al. (2020).

�erefore, we here used a (network-wide) multinomial distribution, as had been suggested

by Vázquez et al. (2009), accommodating the compositional nature of the data. While it rec-

ognizes the non-independence of observations, it does not thereby automatically capture the

processes behind it. �at means, while the inference based on this distribution is probably

correct, our multinomial approach may not result in be�er predictions until the drivers of

non-independence are represented in the model (e.g. intra-guild competition). Additionally

this approach has two statistically relevant implications. First, we only get a single likelihood

value for a network, rather than nm. As a consequence, secondly, we assess the �t of the entire

model, without any chance of adapting only the �ts of some speci�c species or interaction,

as is the case for the GAM and random forest approaches used here for comparison. While

we regard it as a more correct representation of the data, it also severely limits the type of

statistical approaches that can be used for predicting network interactions.

Olito and Fox (2015) focus on a comparison of network indices produced by their predictive

approach with those of the observed network. �ey conclude that even similar networks may

have rather di�erent index values, and di�erent networks similar indices, making such indices

a poor target for optimization. In our simulated networks, we were able to �t networks so that

their index values centered on the observed value. �is illustrates that tapnet did manage to

�t network indices in line with the observations as a by-product of the multinomial likelihood

in principle.

Traits, observed and latent

Following the lead of previous studies (in particular Rohr et al., 2016), tapnet uses phylogenetic

information to construct (not necessarily phylogentically conserved) latent traits to improve

�t to data. Clearly these are only a statistical placeholder for actual but unobserved ecologi-
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cal traits. Beyond the obvious but di�cult to measure sensory interaction cues (Junker et al.,

2013), also traits related to optimal foraging should be considered here – from both groups

of interacting species. As Pyke (2016) exempli�es, the �tness bene�t of pollination for plants

depends on pollen-transfer e�ciency of pollinators, and too high nectar rewards may give an

incentive to ine�cient visitors. Latent traits may thus re�ect a complex and �ne-tuned pair of

matching sets of traits, without obvious interpretation.

A corollary of the possibility of ��ing trait-pairs is also risk of identifying spurious char-

acteristics of species (Mlambo, 2014). At present, interaction traits are almost exclusively mor-

phological (see Junker et al., 2013, for an exception), but phenology can be incorporated simi-

larly. In the future, both ecophysiological and genetic sampling may become sensitive enough

to extend research into interaction traits for example related to vision in the ultraviolet (e.g.

Rae and Vamosi, 2013), scent (e.g. Wright and Schiestl, 2009), or ultrasonic sound (e.g. Simon

et al., 2019). Until such devices become available, latent traits are a statistical stand-in for what

really makes species interact.

Conclusion

�e approach we presented here predicts network interactions for new networks, conditional

on trait, abundance/activity and phylogenetic data for the new network. It is �exible enough

to include any type of function translating trait-matches into interaction probabilities. As a

side-e�ect, it quanti�es the importance of abundance relative to traits for network interac-

tions. Future applications will have to assess the importance of traits across di�erent types of

networks, testing the assumption of many network studies that traits are the driving force of

network interactions.
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Table 1: Parameters varied in the simulation experiments used to assess the model’s goodness
of �t. �e “width” parameter de�nes the sensitivity of the probability of an interaction to
mismatches between traits; small values demand very neat matching for an interaction to be
likely.

Parameter Type Range or possible values
Total number of observed interactions ntotal integer 50 - 1000
Number of observed traits integer 0 - 4
Type of trait-matching function for observed
traits

categorical normal or shi�ed log-normal

Shape of abundance distribution categorical uniform or log-normal
Width parameter of trait matching function for
observed traits

continuous 0.05 - 1

Width parameter of trait matching function for
latent traits

continuous 0.05 - 2

Table 2: Pearson correlation coe�cients between ��ed and observed hummingbird-�ower net-
work (Tinoco et al., 2017) for the four approaches, and their mean across the three habitats.
Approaches are sorted by ranking in their cross-validation performance (Table 3).

Approach Forest Shrub Farm Mean
abundance-only 0.25 0.09 0.49 0.28
random forest 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.92
tapnet 0.57 0.60 0.65 0.61
GAM 0.56 0.29 0.40 0.42

Table 3: Pearson correlation of cross-validating by predicting with a model ��ed to one habi-
tat on the other habitats (indicated by→). F, S and C are for forest, shrubland and ca�le farm,
respectively. For cross-validation log-likelihoods, which show the same result, see supplemen-
tary material.

Approach F→S F→C S→F S→C C→F C→S Mean
abundance-only 0.09 0.49 0.25 0.49 0.25 0.09 0.28
random forest 0.23 0.36 0.33 0.14 0.40 0.17 0.27
tapnet 0.21 0.46 0.12 0.53 0.15 0.11 0.26
GAM −0.01 0.33 0.26 0.13 −0.01 −0.02 0.11
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Figure 1: Conceptual overview of the tapnet approach. Tapnet combines information on trait
matching (T), abundances (A) and phylogeny-derived matching latent traits (L) (top row) into
a single matrix I of predicted interaction probabilities. �e observed interaction network O is
assumed to be drawn from a multinomial distribution with probabilities given by I and total
number of interactions ntotal equaling the observed number of interactions. Traits have to be
provided in pairs across the two levels, which are then compared using a possibly asymmetric
trait-matching function. Each input yields an independent matrix of interaction probabilities,
which are then multiplied and re-scaled to yield the �nal interaction matrix I. Matrix cells are
�lled in di�erent shades of gray to indicate interaction probabilities from zero (white) to one
(black). Some values which are close to zero appear white.

Figure 2: Pearson correlation between ��ed model prediction and the simulated interaction
network. Sca�er plots show the correlation coe�cient ρ as a function of six model param-
eters whose values were varied simultaneously using Latin Hypercube sampling. Data were
simulated for 500 parameter combinations. Networks were of size 15 × 30 species. Lines rep-
resent local weighted smoothers and their 95% con�dence interval to indicate trends in the
simulations.

Figure 3: Pearson correlation between model predictions and a new interaction network sim-
ulated with identical parameter values. Sca�erplots show the correlation coe�cient ρ as a
function of six model parameters whose values were varied simultaneously using Latin Hy-
percube sampling. Data were simulated for 500 parameter combinations. Lines represent local
weighted smoothers and their 95% con�dence interval to indicate trends in the simulations.

Figure 4: Top row: Example of network indices for 1000 realizations of one ��ed network, com-
pared with the simulated true value (vertical line; number gives quantile of true value within
this frequency distribution). Bo�om row: �antiles of true network index values across the 500
simulations of experiment 1. Black background indicates ideal, uniform distribution. Despite
a good overall match, spikes indicate a consistent underestimation of specialisation and hence
lower connectance, lower nestedness and higher specialisation in the observed network.
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Case study tutorial

Gita Benadi, Carsten F. Dormann, Jochen Fründ, Ruth Stephan, Diego Vázquez
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Abstract

This document presents the case study of Benadi et al. (2020), using the data of Tinoco et al. (2017). It
thereby also serves as tutorial for the use of the “tapnet” package.

Contents

1 Data preparation 2

2 Fit web1 using the tapnet approach 3

3 Predict from �tted tapnet to new network 6

4 Using multiple networks 7
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This supplement presents the work�ow for the case study. It may also serve as tutorial for the use of tapnet
functions.
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1 Data preparation

library(tapnet)
data(Tinoco)

First, we have to put all information into a single ‘tapnet’ object, using make_tapnet:

# Produce tapnet objects using each network separately (1=Forest, 2=shrub, 3=cattle farm)
tapnet_web1 <- make_tapnet(tree_low = plant_tree, tree_high = humm_tree,

networks = networks[1], traits_low = plant_traits,
traits_high = humm_traits, abun_low=plant_abun[1],
abun_high=humm_abun[1], npems_lat = 4)

tapnet_web2 <- make_tapnet(tree_low = plant_tree, tree_high = humm_tree,
networks = networks[2], traits_low = plant_traits,
traits_high = humm_traits, abun_low=plant_abun[2],
abun_high=humm_abun[2], npems_lat = NULL)

Note:
(a) We use only 4 phylogenetic eigenvectors (PEMs, for “maps”, and because PE is too short to be unambiguous)
for the �rst network, but all for the other two for evaluation. The “value” NULL enforces the use of all PEMs.
(b) Because each web has only some species present, some PEMs will automatically be dropped (those relevant
only for the missing species). As a consequence, web2 may nownot have the same PEMs used for web1 (which
are required for prediction from web1 to web 2). Let’s check:

colnames(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$pems$low) # names of fitted PEMs

## [1] "V_1" "V_2" "V_3" "V_7"

colnames(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$pems$high)

## [1] "V_1" "V_3" "V_6" "V_8"

colnames(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$pems$low) # names of PEMs all present

## [1] "V_1" "V_2" "V_3" "V_5" "V_7" "V_8" "V_10" "V_11"
## [9] "V_16" "V_19" "V_20" "V_21" "V_22" "V_25" "V_27" "V_28"

colnames(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$pems$high) # V_8 (high) is missing!

## [1] "V_1" "V_3" "V_4" "V_6" "V_7" "V_9" "V_11" "V_12"
## [9] "V_13"

We can see that for the lower level, all PEMs were computed for web2, but not for the higher level, where V_8
is missing. We compute that, using the helper function pems_from_tree, and add it to the tapnet-object.
(Because this function is not exported, we need to use the triple-colon when calling it explicitly from the
package.) Then we do the same with web3.

tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$pems$high$V_8 <- tapnet:::pems_from_tree(humm_tree)[colnames(
tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), "V_8"]

colnames(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$pems$high) # check: complete!

## [1] "V_1" "V_3" "V_4" "V_6" "V_7" "V_9" "V_11" "V_12"
## [9] "V_13" "V_8"

Using the colnames(.)-line we can check that they are now complete (not shown).
As an additional preliminary step, we may want to check for correlation between the phylogenetic eigenvec-
tors and the observed traits:
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cor(cbind(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$pems$low, tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$traits$low))

## V_1 V_2 V_3
## V_1 1.00000000 -0.03323508 0.19929407
## V_2 -0.03323508 1.00000000 -0.02390179
## V_3 0.19929407 -0.02390179 1.00000000
## V_7 0.01950265 0.02484880 0.02538867
## Corolla_length_mm 0.30147805 -0.14321786 0.23301956
## V_7 Corolla_length_mm
## V_1 0.01950265 0.3014780
## V_2 0.02484880 -0.1432179
## V_3 0.02538867 0.2330196
## V_7 1.00000000 -0.4083887
## Corolla_length_mm -0.40838875 1.0000000

cor(cbind(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$pems$high, tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$traits$high))

## V_1 V_3 V_6
## V_1 1.0000000 -0.21978007 -0.11948531
## V_3 -0.2197801 1.00000000 0.07786362
## V_6 -0.1194853 0.07786362 1.00000000
## V_8 -0.1451974 0.01687728 0.28972218
## Bill_length_mean_mm 0.5839393 0.23682088 0.10121502
## V_8 Bill_length_mean_mm
## V_1 -0.14519738 0.5839393
## V_3 0.01687728 0.2368209
## V_6 0.28972218 0.1012150
## V_8 1.00000000 -0.2806881
## Bill_length_mean_mm -0.28068808 1.0000000

In this case, correlations are moderate (−0.4 for the strongest lower-level and 0.58 for the higher-level traits)
and indicate some phylogenetic signal in the observed trait. Note, however, that latent traits are linear com-
binations of phylogenetic traits and this correlation does not check for collinearity with such a construct. We
shall do that after �tting.

2 Fit web1 using the tapnet approach

We here assume that all trait matches are best described using a normal distribution. Alternatively, we could
use the shifted log-normal. Next, we evaluate the goodness-of-�t of this �t:

fit_web1 <- fit_tapnet(tapnet = tapnet_web1, method="SANN") # very slow, but reliable
#fit_web1 <- fit_tapnet(tapnet = tapnet_web1) # the default way
#fit_web1ln <- fit_tapnet(tapnet = tapnet_web1, tmatch_type_obs = "shiftlnorm",
# ini=fit_web1$opt$par*2) # requires some tempering with ini
gof_web1_norm <- gof_tapnet(fit_web1)
gof_web1_norm

## $bc_sim_web
## [1] 0.4982909
##
## $cor_web
## [1] 0.524919
##
## $net_indices
## $net_indices[[1]]
## Index Observed Mean Median q2.5
## 1 connectance 0.3250000 0.6777743 0.6831816 0.5832237
## 2 NODF 62.5076453 79.0211333 79.1433911 72.8799114
## 3 weighted NODF 39.1972477 53.1482531 53.2263025 45.0546741
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## 4 H2 0.4496136 0.1745173 0.1744459 0.1517136
## q97.5
## 1 0.7539683
## 2 84.4962322
## 3 60.6976958
## 4 0.1993042

The goodness-of-�t function returns the similarity between �tted and observed network expressed as Bray-
Curtis similarity (bc_sim_web), where 0.50 is not a bad value; as the correlation between �tted and observed
number of interactions, expressed as Spearman correlation (cor_web), which is our key comparison criterion
at 0.52; and, �nally, some selected network indices were computed for the observed and repeated draws from
the �tted multinomial distribution. In this case, none of the four indices includes the observed even in the 95%
con�dence interval (i.e. not good).
We can also have a look at the �tted model parameters:

fit_web1

## $par_opt
## $par_opt$lat_low
## V_1 V_2 V_3 V_7
## 10.214085 6.874253 -1.438378 7.956607
##
## $par_opt$lat_high
## V_1 V_3 V_6 V_8
## -12.884139 -3.372751 6.771169 -9.770369
##
## $par_opt$pem_shift
## pem_shift
## 1.483013
##
## $par_opt$tmatch_width_pem
## tmatch_width_pem
## 0.8938331
##
## $par_opt$tmatch_width_obs
## tmatch_width_obs1
## 6.35844
##
## $par_opt$delta
## delta
## 0.3210346
##
##
## $tmatch_type_pem
## [1] "normal"
##
## $tmatch_type_obs
## [1] "normal"
##
## $lambda
## [1] 0
##
## $method
## [1] "SANN"
##
## $maxit
## [1] 50000
##
## $opt
## $opt$par
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## V_1 V_2 V_3 V_7
## 2.3237677 6.8742527 -1.4383783 7.9566070
## V_1 V_3 V_6 V_8
## -12.8841389 -3.3727510 6.7711686 -9.7703695
## pem_shift tmatch_width_pem tmatch_width_obs1 delta
## 1.4830128 -0.1122362 1.8497831 -0.7490212
##
## $opt$value
## [1] 1281.813
##
## $opt$counts
## function gradient
## 50000 NA
##
## $opt$convergence
## [1] 0
##
## $opt$message
## NULL
##
##
## attr(,"class")
## [1] "fitted.tapnet"
## attr(,"tapnet_name")
## [1] "tapnet_web1"

The output is a bit confusing, as it contains the �tted parameters twice: �rst, under par_opt in the inter-
pretable form, i.e. back-transformed for those parameters that were constraint (PEM 1, the standard devia-
tions of the trait-matching function and δ); then again, under opt, in their untransformed form, as spit out
by optim.
At least two things are interesting here:

1. The standard deviation of the trait-matching function (the normal, in this case) for the observed traits
is rather wide (at 7.6, see par_opt$tmatch_width_obs). Typically, this indicates that the traits were
not �tting very well to each other and the model did not �nd the observed traits useful. (We have seen
much worse, with values > 1000, though.)

2. The value of δ is (practically) 1. A value of 1 indicates that traits (observed and latent) are as important
as the abundance.

3. Putting the two previous points together: this model hinges on the matching of the phylogenetic-
informed latent traits. One reason may be that the phylogenies code up the e�ect of the traits, so that
the trait has no remaining additional e�ect. Parameter lambda imposes a shrinkage to prioritise the
observed trait e�ect over the latent traits. (Imposing some shrinkge, e.g. setting lambda=0.1, in this
case reduced predictive �t to below the abundance-only model.)

4. The absolute values of the PEM-parameters matters little.

With the �tted object, we can correlate the latent and the observed traits. The code is rather ugly, since we
need to access data in the belly of the object:

fitted_lin_low <- fit_web1$par_opt$lat_low[which(names(fit_web1$par_opt$lat_low) %in%
colnames(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$pems$low))]

fitted_lat_low <- as.vector(scale(rowSums(matrix(fitted_lin_low,
nrow = nrow (tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$pems$low),
ncol = ncol(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$pems$low), byrow = TRUE) *
tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$pems$low)))

cor(fitted_lat_low, tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$traits$low)
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## Corolla_length_mm
## [1,] -0.1188089

fitted_lin_high <- fit_web1$par_opt$lat_high[which(names(fit_web1$par_opt$lat_high) %in%
colnames(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$pems$high))]

fitted_lat_high <- as.vector(scale(rowSums(matrix(fitted_lin_high,
nrow = nrow (tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$pems$high),
ncol = ncol(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$pems$high), byrow = TRUE) *
tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$pems$high)))

cor(fitted_lat_high, tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$traits$high)

## Bill_length_mean_mm
## [1,] -0.2179161

In neither case was there any correlation between latent and observed traits.
Finally, we can also check for correlation between the latent trait and the (independent) abundance of the
species:

cor(fitted_lat_low, tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$abuns$low)

## [1] -0.03820709

cor(fitted_lat_high, tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$abuns$high)

## [1] 0.2053532

3 Predict from �tted tapnet to new network

Fitting characteristics are all nice and �ne, but how good does tapnet predict to a new network?
To predict to a new network, we have to provide the tapnet �t-object and the abundances for that network.
This allows for changing abundances, or indeed including or excluding species, independent from network
observations. The tapnet-object itself is referenced by name in the �t, and is used to compute the phyloge-
netic information for the species in the new network. In this case, we provide the abundances based on the
tapnet_web2-object we created earlier. We could however also simply make a list with the abundances of
each level for the second network (see code in next section, or help page of tapnet_predict).

preds2.tapnet <- predict_tapnet(fit=fit_web1, abuns=tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$abuns)
cor(as.vector(preds2.tapnet), as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web))

## [1] 0.1517593

So the correlation is actually not very high! Let’s visualise that. To do so, we need to multiply the predic-
tions by the number of observed interactions, as the predictions are probabilities that sum to one. Also, since
interactions are approximately log-normally distributed, we depict the �t as log-log-plot.

sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web)

## [1] 3979

par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(preds2.tapnet*3979 + 1, tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web + 1, log="xy", las=1,
xlab="predicted number of interactions + 1", ylab="observed number of interactions + 1")

abline(0,1)
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Finally, we can compute the multinomial log-likelihood of the data, given the prediction:

dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds2.tapnet),
size=sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), log=T)

## [1] -7551.957

4 Using multiple networks

In the tapnet approach, we can also �t several networks simultaneously, and use the resulting �t for prediction.
For example, we can �t tapnet to the networks from shrub and cattle, and predict to (1 =) forest:

data(Tinoco)
tap <- make_tapnet(tree_low = plant_tree, tree_high = humm_tree, networks = networks[2:3],

traits_low = plant_traits, traits_high = humm_traits,
abun_low = plant_abun[2:3], abun_high=humm_abun[2:3] , npems_lat = 4)

fit <- fit_tapnet(tap) # uses two networks for fitting!
gof_tapnet(fit)

## $bc_sim_web
## [1] 0.3788003 0.4667962
##
## $cor_web
## [1] 0.3992802 0.5672018
##
## $net_indices
## $net_indices[[1]]
## Index Observed Mean Median q2.5
## 1 connectance 0.2324561 0.7187612 0.7129630 0.6619335
## 2 NODF 43.5864979 81.2176968 81.5097016 73.8945268
## 3 weighted NODF 30.7805907 64.1636666 64.3819495 57.3989241
## 4 H2 0.5022179 0.1205222 0.1206666 0.1111311
## q97.5
## 1 0.7967914
## 2 86.7186091
## 3 69.6976537
## 4 0.1302583
##
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## $net_indices[[2]]
## Index Observed Mean Median q2.5
## 1 connectance 0.3040936 0.6572827 0.6543210 0.6081871
## 2 NODF 56.5180793 80.9881231 80.9526062 74.4795898
## 3 weighted NODF 38.3391890 63.4040578 63.5602792 56.6581956
## 4 H2 0.3713669 0.1154468 0.1156698 0.1016001
## q97.5
## 1 0.7368421
## 2 86.6812141
## 3 69.6115674
## 4 0.1294566

# predict to omitted forest network:
pred1 <- predict_tapnet(fit, abuns=list("low"=plant_abun[[1]], "high"=humm_abun[[1]] ))

cor(as.vector(pred1*sum(networks[[1]])), as.vector(networks[[1]]))

## [1] 0.1188132

And we can do the same for the other two networks (�rst to 2 = shrubs, then to 3 = cattle):

## [1] 0.1732161

## [1] 0.4418444

If we compare this single-network predictions (see towards the end of this document), we notice a variable
e�ect on performance: more is not necessarily better. This will probably depend on the similarity of the
habitats and hence interacting species.

5 Prediction baseline: use only abundances in the new web

As a baseline, we compute the information contained in the abundances. If the hummingbirds had no prefer-
ences, but only interacted strictly with probability proportional to abundance, then abundant hummingbird
species would interact with high probability with abundant plant species, but with low probability with rare
plant species.

preds2.abunonly <- (tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$abuns$low /
sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$abuns$low)) %*% t(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$abuns$high /
sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$abuns$high)) * sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web)

cor(as.vector(preds2.abunonly), as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web))

## [1] 0.09473036

par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(preds2.abunonly + 1, tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web + 1, log="xy", las=1,
xlab="predicted number of interactions + 1", ylab="observed number of interactions + 1")

abline(0,1)
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And the log-likelihood:

dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds2.abunonly),
size=sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), log=T)

## [1] -9202.007

This means, our tapnet model is superior in prediction to the abundance-only model, indicating that the (latent
and observed) traits do carry some information on the interactions. Note, however, that the prediction quality
of the abundance-only is very low.

6 Preparing tapnet data as data.frame for statistical models

To prepare the data for a statistical model, we provide the function tapnet2df:

web1.df <- tapnet2df(tapnet_web1)
web2.df <- tapnet2df(tapnet_web2)
head(web1.df)

## IDhigher IDlower interactions
## 1 Coeligena iris Alloplectus peruvianum 13
## 2 Coeligena iris Macleania rupestris 22
## 3 Coeligena iris Myrcianthes fragrans 0
## 4 Coeligena iris Salvia hirta 4
## 5 Coeligena iris Cavendishia bracteata 0
## 6 Coeligena iris Mutisia lehmannii 6
## pemLV_1 pemLV_2 pemLV_3 pemLV_7
## 1 0.19958316 -0.01721758 0.298458999 0.110246748
## 2 0.06143519 0.01314354 0.014975823 0.006401991
## 3 -0.17608854 0.22809965 -0.006808424 -0.005932541
## 4 0.21167754 -0.01945177 0.346816571 0.323487833
## 5 0.06143519 0.01314354 0.014975823 0.006401991
## 6 0.20823846 -0.02230535 -0.310376666 0.013295514
## pemHV_1 pemHV_3 pemHV_6 pemHV_8 abunL
## 1 0.3026318 0.09104722 -0.2849888 0.5647174 3.428571
## 2 0.3026318 0.09104722 -0.2849888 0.5647174 38.529412
## 3 0.3026318 0.09104722 -0.2849888 0.5647174 69.500000
## 4 0.3026318 0.09104722 -0.2849888 0.5647174 10.783505
## 5 0.3026318 0.09104722 -0.2849888 0.5647174 26.111111
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## 6 0.3026318 0.09104722 -0.2849888 0.5647174 2.740741
## abunH traitLCorolla_length_mm
## 1 3.950695 48.1
## 2 3.950695 16.5
## 3 3.950695 1.3
## 4 3.950695 22.9
## 5 3.950695 24.5
## 6 3.950695 29.3
## traitHBill_length_mean_mm
## 1 28.1
## 2 28.1
## 3 28.1
## 4 28.1
## 5 28.1
## 6 28.1

These data.frames contain all the information coded in the tapnet object, but no matches of traits.

7 Prediction using GAM of phylogeny, traits and trait matching

To apply the approach of Brousseau et al. (2018) to our quantitative network, we use a negative binomial
GAM. It uses, as predictors, the �rst two PEMs of each group, plus the observed traits, plus the squared trait
di�erence, plus the abundances.
We augment the data.frames from the previous section by the trait-matching variables (in this case only one
pair: bill and corolla length):

web1.df.extended <- cbind.data.frame(web1.df, "match"=(web1.df$traitHBill_length_mean_mm -
web1.df$traitLCorolla_length_mm)^2 )

web2.df.extended <- cbind.data.frame(web2.df, "match"=(web2.df$traitHBill_length_mean_mm -
web2.df$traitLCorolla_length_mm)^2 )

Now we can �t the model. Note that we believe this approach to be statistically incorrect, as it assumes that the
observed interactions are independent, when (clearly?) they are not. Each bird selects a �ower based on what
is on o�er; thus, a decision to visit one �ower implies not visiting another, creating a negative dependence.
Anyway.

library(mgcv)
gam2 <- gam(interactions ~ s(pemLV_1, pemHV_1, bs="ts", k=24) +s(pemLV_2, pemHV_3, bs="ts",

k=24) + s(traitLCorolla_length_mm, k=3) + s(traitHBill_length_mean_mm, k=3) +
s(match, k=3) + s(abunL, k=3) + s(abunH, k=3), data=web1.df.extended, family=nb,
gamma=1.4)

summary(gam2)

##
## Family: Negative Binomial(0.171)
## Link function: log
##
## Formula:
## interactions ~ s(pemLV_1, pemHV_1, bs = "ts", k = 24) + s(pemLV_2,
## pemHV_3, bs = "ts", k = 24) + s(traitLCorolla_length_mm,
## k = 3) + s(traitHBill_length_mean_mm, k = 3) + s(match, k = 3) +
## s(abunL, k = 3) + s(abunH, k = 3)
##
## Parametric coefficients:
## Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
## (Intercept) -5.969 1.703 -3.505 0.000456 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
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## Approximate significance of smooth terms:
## edf Ref.df Chi.sq p-value
## s(pemLV_1,pemHV_1) 1.480e+00 23.000 14.647 7.86e-05 ***
## s(pemLV_2,pemHV_3) 1.724e-05 23.000 0.000 0.291704
## s(traitLCorolla_length_mm) 1.772e+00 1.929 10.635 0.002754 **
## s(traitHBill_length_mean_mm) 1.000e+00 1.000 0.442 0.506187
## s(match) 1.000e+00 1.000 18.939 1.38e-05 ***
## s(abunL) 1.917e+00 1.993 14.489 0.001103 **
## s(abunH) 1.000e+00 1.000 12.618 0.000382 ***
## ---
## Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
##
## R-sq.(adj) = -5 Deviance explained = 49.3%
## -REML = 203 Scale est. = 1 n = 160

preds2.gam <- predict(gam2, newdata=web2.df.extended)
cor(exp(preds2.gam), web2.df$interactions)

## [1] -0.01210051

Here, the contributions of the di�erent predictors can easily be discerned. Abundances and trait-matching are
important, but phylogenetics are (apparently) not. Note that in this case corolla length and trait matching are
high (r = 0.84) correlated, representing the same information. That could be avoided by standardising the
trait values before �tting the model. However, in that case we lose the direct interpretation of 0 indicating the
same length of corolla and bill.
Again, we can plot the result:

par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(exp(preds2.gam) +1 , web2.df$interactions + 1, log="xy", las=1, xlab="predicted

number of interactions + 1", ylab="observed number of interactions + 1")
abline(0,1)
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This prediction contains no information on the observed interactions.
And the log-likelihood:

dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), prob=exp(preds2.gam) /
sum(exp(preds2.gam)), size=sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), log=T)

## [1] -144756.9

So these values are abysmally poor.
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8 Prediction using randomForest with phylogeny, traits and trait matching

We can use the same data with a di�erent algorithm, in this case randomForest (as implemented in ranger).
It provides an assessment of which predictors are important to the �t:

library(ranger)
rf2 <- ranger(interactions ~ ., data=web1.df.extended[, -c(1, 2)], importance="impurity")
rf2

## Ranger result
##
## Call:
## ranger(interactions ~ ., data = web1.df.extended[, -c(1, 2)], importance = "impurity")
##
## Type: Regression
## Number of trees: 500
## Sample size: 160
## Number of independent variables: 13
## Mtry: 3
## Target node size: 5
## Variable importance mode: impurity
## Splitrule: variance
## OOB prediction error (MSE): 594.7641
## R squared (OOB): 0.08016871

sort(importance(rf2), decreasing=T)

## abunL match
## 11990.616 10941.559
## traitLCorolla_length_mm pemLV_2
## 6855.167 6807.506
## traitHBill_length_mean_mm pemHV_3
## 6333.470 6210.096
## pemLV_3 pemHV_1
## 5584.420 5289.941
## pemLV_7 abunH
## 4849.450 4506.758
## pemLV_1 pemHV_6
## 3881.021 1531.230
## pemHV_8
## 1240.891

preds2.ranger <- predict(rf2, data=web2.df.extended)$predictions
cor(preds2.ranger, web2.df$interactions)

## [1] 0.224912

par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(preds2.ranger +1 , web2.df$interactions + 1, log="xy", las=1, xlab="predicted number

of interactions + 1", ylab="observed number of interactions + 1")
abline(0,1)
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And the log-likelihood:

dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), prob=preds2.ranger/sum(preds2.ranger),
size=sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), log=T)

## [1] -11778.29

This model is better than the abundance-only, GAM – and tapnet.

9 Cross-validation for all approaches

Here we only present the code and results for the cross-validation, where the model it �t to one web and
predicts to the other two, for all three combinations. We use the same settings and data preparation as in the
sections above.

9.1 Using tapnet

tapnet_web1 <- make_tapnet(tree_low=plant_tree, tree_high=humm_tree, networks=networks[1],
traits_low=plant_traits, traits_high=humm_traits,
abun_low=plant_abun[1], abun_high=humm_abun[1], npems_lat=4)

tapnet_web2 <- make_tapnet(tree_low=plant_tree, tree_high=humm_tree, networks=networks[2],
traits_low=plant_traits, traits_high=humm_traits,
abun_low=plant_abun[2], abun_high=humm_abun[2], npems_lat=4)

tapnet_web3 <- make_tapnet(tree_low=plant_tree, tree_high=humm_tree, networks=networks[3],
traits_low=plant_traits, traits_high=humm_traits,
abun_low=plant_abun[3], abun_high=humm_abun[3], npems_lat=4)

fit_web1 <- fit_tapnet(tapnet = tapnet_web1, method="SANN")
fit_web2 <- fit_tapnet(tapnet = tapnet_web2, method="SANN")
fit_web3 <- fit_tapnet(tapnet = tapnet_web3, method="SANN")

-c(fit_web1$opt$value, fit_web2$opt$value, fit_web3$opt$value)

## [1] -1283.159 -4322.295 -1905.320
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preds2.tapnet1 <- predict_tapnet(fit=fit_web1, abuns=tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$abuns)
preds3.tapnet1 <- predict_tapnet(fit=fit_web1, abuns=tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$abuns)
preds1.tapnet2 <- predict_tapnet(fit=fit_web2, abuns=tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$abuns)
preds3.tapnet2 <- predict_tapnet(fit=fit_web2, abuns=tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$abuns)
preds1.tapnet3 <- predict_tapnet(fit=fit_web3, abuns=tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$abuns)
preds2.tapnet3 <- predict_tapnet(fit=fit_web3, abuns=tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$abuns)

cors.tapnet <- c(
cor(as.vector(preds2.tapnet1), as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds3.tapnet1), as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds1.tapnet2), as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds3.tapnet2), as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds1.tapnet3), as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds2.tapnet3), as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web))

)
cors.tapnet

## [1] 0.21451027 0.46603762 0.13067411 0.44989889 0.02869468 0.10949595

ellCV.tapnet <- c(
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds2.tapnet1),

size=sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds3.tapnet1),

size=sum(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds1.tapnet2),

size=sum(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds3.tapnet2),

size=sum(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds1.tapnet3),

size=sum(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds2.tapnet3),

size=sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), log=T)
)
ellCV.tapnet

## [1] -6460.437 -2669.995 -2852.749 -4600.301 -3187.683
## [6] -8717.636

9.2 Fit of the baseline, abundance-only model

preds1.abunonly <- (tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$abuns$low /
sum(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$abuns$low)) %*% t(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$abuns$high /
sum(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$abuns$high)) / sum(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web)

preds2.abunonly <- (tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$abuns$low /
sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$abuns$low)) %*% t(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$abuns$high /
sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$abuns$high)) / sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web)

preds3.abunonly <- (tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$abuns$low /
sum(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$abuns$low)) %*% t(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$abuns$high /
sum(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$abuns$high)) / sum(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web)

cors.abun <- c(
cor(as.vector(preds2.abunonly), as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds3.abunonly), as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds1.abunonly), as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds3.abunonly), as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web)),
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cor(as.vector(preds1.abunonly), as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds2.abunonly), as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web))

)
cors.abun

## [1] 0.09473036 0.48561887 0.24775426 0.48561887 0.24775426
## [6] 0.09473036

ellCV.abuns <- c(
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds2.abunonly),

size=sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds3.abunonly),

size=sum(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds1.abunonly),

size=sum(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds3.abunonly),

size=sum(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds1.abunonly),

size=sum(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), prob=as.vector(preds2.abunonly),

size=sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), log=T)
)
ellCV.abuns

## [1] -9202.007 -2706.214 -2149.702 -2706.214 -2149.702
## [6] -9202.007

Comparing these values to the �ts of the tapnet we see that they are similar, sometimes tapnet is better,
sometimes abundance-only.

9.3 The GAM-approach

web3.df <- tapnet2df(tapnet_web3)
web3.df.extended <- cbind.data.frame(web3.df, "match"=(web3.df$traitHBill_length_mean_mm -

web3.df$traitLCorolla_length_mm)^2 )

gam1 <- gam(interactions ~ s(pemLV_1, pemHV_1, bs="ts", k=24) +
s(pemLV_2, pemHV_3, bs="ts", k=24) + s(traitLCorolla_length_mm, k=3) +
s(traitHBill_length_mean_mm, k=3) + s(match, k=3) + s(abunL, k=3) +

s(abunH, k=3), data=web1.df.extended, family=nb, gamma=1.4)
gam2 <- gam(interactions ~ s(pemLV_1, pemHV_1, bs="ts", k=24) +

s(pemLV_2, pemHV_3, bs="ts", k=24) + s(traitLCorolla_length_mm, k=3) +
s(traitHBill_length_mean_mm, k=3) + s(match, k=3) + s(abunL, k=3) +
s(abunH, k=3), data=web2.df.extended, family=nb, gamma=1.4)

gam3 <- gam(interactions ~ s(pemLV_1, pemHV_1, bs="ts", k=24) +
s(pemLV_2, pemHV_3, bs="ts", k=24) + s(traitLCorolla_length_mm, k=3) +
s(traitHBill_length_mean_mm, k=3) + s(match, k=3) + s(abunL, k=3) +
s(abunH, k=3), data=web3.df.extended, family=nb, gamma=1.4)

preds2.gam1 <- predict(gam1, newdata=web2.df.extended, type="response")
preds3.gam1 <- predict(gam1, newdata=web3.df.extended, type="response")
preds1.gam2 <- predict(gam2, newdata=web1.df.extended, type="response")
preds3.gam2 <- predict(gam2, newdata=web3.df.extended, type="response")
preds1.gam3 <- predict(gam3, newdata=web1.df.extended, type="response")
preds2.gam3 <- predict(gam3, newdata=web2.df.extended, type="response")
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cors.gam <- c(
cor(preds2.gam1, web2.df$interactions),
cor(preds3.gam1, web3.df$interactions),
cor(preds1.gam2, web1.df$interactions),
cor(preds3.gam2, web3.df$interactions),
cor(preds1.gam3, web1.df$interactions),
cor(preds2.gam3, web2.df$interactions)

)

ellCV.gam <- c(
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), prob=preds2.gam1/sum(preds2.gam1),

size=sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), prob=preds3.gam1/sum(preds3.gam1),

size=sum(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), prob=preds1.gam2/sum(preds1.gam2),

size=sum(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), prob=preds3.gam2/sum(preds3.gam2),

size=sum(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), prob=preds1.gam3/sum(preds1.gam3),

size=sum(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), prob=preds2.gam3/sum(preds2.gam3),

size=sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), log=T)
)

cors.gam

## [1] -0.01210051 0.33249537 0.25840986 0.13461081
## [5] -0.01344406 -0.01974305

ellCV.gam

## [1] -77771.757 -6943.118 -2750.557 -6029.040
## [5] -26537.792 -162237.116

Compared to the tapnet, this GAM-approach is inferior in all instances.

9.4 The randomForest approach

Note that we now have to append the correct PEMs to the data. For the GAM, we only used the �rst PEM, but
here the �rst 4 (or all)!

tapnet_web1 <- make_tapnet(tree_low=plant_tree, tree_high=humm_tree, networks=networks[1],
traits_low=plant_traits, traits_high=humm_traits, abun_low=plant_abun[1],
abun_high=humm_abun[1], npems_lat=NULL, use.all.pems=T)

tapnet_web2 <- make_tapnet(tree_low=plant_tree, tree_high=humm_tree, networks=networks[2],
traits_low=plant_traits, traits_high=humm_traits, abun_low=plant_abun[2],
abun_high=humm_abun[2], npems_lat=NULL, use.all.pems=T)

tapnet_web3 <- make_tapnet(tree_low=plant_tree, tree_high=humm_tree, networks=networks[3],
traits_low=plant_traits, traits_high=humm_traits, abun_low=plant_abun[3],
abun_high=humm_abun[3], npems_lat=NULL, use.all.pems=T)

web1.df <- tapnet2df(tapnet_web1)
web1.df.extended <- cbind.data.frame(web1.df, "match"=(web1.df$traitHBill_length_mean_mm -

web1.df$traitLCorolla_length_mm)^2 )
web2.df <- tapnet2df(tapnet_web2)
web2.df.extended <- cbind.data.frame(web2.df, "match"=(web2.df$traitHBill_length_mean_mm -

web2.df$traitLCorolla_length_mm)^2 )
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web3.df <- tapnet2df(tapnet_web3)
web3.df.extended <- cbind.data.frame(web3.df, "match"=(web3.df$traitHBill_length_mean_mm -

web3.df$traitLCorolla_length_mm)^2 )

rf1 <- ranger(interactions ~ ., data=web1.df.extended[, -c(1, 2)], importance="impurity")
rf2 <- ranger(interactions ~ ., data=web2.df.extended[, -c(1, 2)], importance="impurity")
rf3 <- ranger(interactions ~ ., data=web3.df.extended[, -c(1, 2)], importance="impurity")

head(sort(round(importance(rf1)), decreasing=T))

## match pemLV_5
## 4992 4897
## pemLV_26 pemHV_13
## 3804 3760
## pemHV_11 traitHBill_length_mean_mm
## 3615 3398

head(sort(round(importance(rf2)), decreasing=T))

## abunH match pemHV_6 pemLV_19 pemLV_1 pemHV_4
## 114917 73728 68681 45571 41534 41407

head(sort(round(importance(rf3)), decreasing=T))

## abunH pemHV_10 pemHV_13 pemHV_11 pemLV_25 abunL
## 25840 23543 22417 20885 20772 20114

preds2.ranger1 <- predict(rf1, data=web2.df.extended)$predictions
preds3.ranger1 <- predict(rf1, data=web3.df.extended)$predictions
preds1.ranger2 <- predict(rf2, data=web1.df.extended)$predictions
preds3.ranger2 <- predict(rf2, data=web3.df.extended)$predictions
preds1.ranger3 <- predict(rf3, data=web1.df.extended)$predictions
preds2.ranger3 <- predict(rf3, data=web2.df.extended)$predictions

cors.rf <- c(
cor(preds2.ranger1, web2.df$interactions),
cor(preds3.ranger1, web3.df$interactions),
cor(preds1.ranger2, web1.df$interactions),
cor(preds3.ranger2, web3.df$interactions),
cor(preds1.ranger3, web1.df$interactions),
cor(preds2.ranger3, web2.df$interactions)

)

ellCV.rf <- c(
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), prob=preds2.ranger1/sum(preds2.ranger1),

size=sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), prob=preds3.ranger1/sum(preds3.ranger1),

size=sum(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), prob=preds1.ranger2/sum(preds1.ranger2),

size=sum(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), prob=preds3.ranger2/sum(preds3.ranger2),

size=sum(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), prob=preds1.ranger3/sum(preds1.ranger3),

size=sum(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), log=T),
dmultinom(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), prob=preds2.ranger3/sum(preds2.ranger3),

size=sum(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), log=T)
)
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cors.rf

## [1] 0.2414591 0.3679820 0.3367203 0.1469924 0.4069402
## [6] 0.1788980

ellCV.rf

## [1] -12939.520 -4641.693 -3040.442 -5805.569 -2023.347
## [6] -10437.549

Compared to tapnet, the randomForest approach is consistently better in validation (correlations), but yields
very poor �ts in terms of log-likelihood.

9.5 Summary of cross-validation results

To summarise all of this, here are the correlations, sorted by overall prediction quality:

all.cors.res <- rbind(cors.tapnet, cors.abun, cors.rf, cors.gam)
all.cors.res <- cbind(all.cors.res, rowMeans(all.cors.res))
colnames(all.cors.res) <- c("1 to 2", "1 to 3", "2 to 1", "2 to 3", "3 to 1", "3 to 2",

"average")
round(all.cors.res, 2)

## 1 to 2 1 to 3 2 to 1 2 to 3 3 to 1 3 to 2 average
## cors.tapnet 0.21 0.47 0.13 0.45 0.03 0.11 0.23
## cors.abun 0.09 0.49 0.25 0.49 0.25 0.09 0.28
## cors.rf 0.24 0.37 0.34 0.15 0.41 0.18 0.28
## cors.gam -0.01 0.33 0.26 0.13 -0.01 -0.02 0.11

And here the log-likelihoods on the hold-out (larger, i.e. less negative, is better):

all.ellCV.res <- rbind(ellCV.tapnet, ellCV.abuns, ellCV.rf, ellCV.gam)
all.ellCV.res <- cbind(all.ellCV.res, rowMeans(all.ellCV.res))
colnames(all.ellCV.res) <- colnames(all.cors.res)
round(all.ellCV.res)

## 1 to 2 1 to 3 2 to 1 2 to 3 3 to 1 3 to 2 average
## ellCV.tapnet -6460 -2670 -2853 -4600 -3188 -8718 -4748
## ellCV.abuns -9202 -2706 -2150 -2706 -2150 -9202 -4686
## ellCV.rf -12940 -4642 -3040 -5806 -2023 -10438 -6481
## ellCV.gam -77772 -6943 -2751 -6029 -26538 -162237 -47045

In summary, these results show that tapnet, abundance-only and randomForest yield very similar performance
on prediction to a new network, based only on abundances. In absolute terms, these predictions are poor.
Among the possible explanations for the poor prediction we think we can exclude the very skewed distribution
of interaction intensities, as the data can be �t satisfactorily (by tapnet and randomForest). A more likely
explanation is that bipartite networks have no representation of interactions within a group, e.g. competitive
interactions among hummingbirds. As they di�er in size, a larger species not occurring in forest may “bully”
smaller birds into deviating from their feeding preferences; or very similar species may display character
displacement in the presence of the other.

9.6 Fits

Just for completeness, here also the information on the goodness-of-�t for all approaches. This is an inferior
measure of an approache’s performance if the aim is prediction. As sometimes people want to only use an
approach in an exploratory way, e.g. to identify which elements contribute to describing the data, we show
the same measures as before for the �t (again sorted by quality of prediction, not by quality of �t).
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fits.cors.res <- rbind(
"tapnet"=cbind(

cor(as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), as.vector(predict_tapnet(fit_web1,
abuns=tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$abuns))),

cor(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), as.vector(predict_tapnet(fit_web2,
abuns=tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$abuns))),

cor(as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), as.vector(predict_tapnet(fit_web3,
abuns=tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$abuns)))

),
"abuns"=cbind(

cor(as.vector(tapnet_web1$networks[[1]]$web), as.vector(preds1.abunonly)),
cor(as.vector(tapnet_web2$networks[[1]]$web), as.vector(preds2.abunonly)),
cor(as.vector(tapnet_web3$networks[[1]]$web), as.vector(preds3.abunonly))

),
"rf"=cbind(

cor(predict(rf1, data=web1.df.extended)$predictions, web1.df$interactions),
cor(predict(rf2, data=web2.df.extended)$predictions, web2.df$interactions),
cor(predict(rf3, data=web3.df.extended)$predictions, web3.df$interactions)

),
"gam"=cbind(

cor(predict(gam1, data=web1.df.extended, type="response"), web1.df$interactions),
cor(predict(gam2, data=web2.df.extended, type="response"), web2.df$interactions),
cor(predict(gam3, data=web3.df.extended, type="response"), web3.df$interactions)

)
)
fits.cors.res <- cbind(fits.cors.res, rowMeans(fits.cors.res))
colnames(fits.cors.res) <- c("1 to 1", "2 to 2", "3 to 3", "average")
round(fits.cors.res, 2)

## 1 to 1 2 to 2 3 to 3 average
## [1,] 0.58 0.70 0.70 0.66
## [2,] 0.25 0.09 0.49 0.28
## [3,] 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.92
## [4,] 0.56 0.29 0.40 0.42

10 Comparison with tapnet using marginal totals as abundances

Often, no information on species abundances are available or reported (e.g. in the interaction web data base).
For null models, we thus typically use marginal totals as substitute for external abundances, arguing that
when species abundances are not strongly dependent on the network itself, these marginal totals should be
highly correlated with a species’ overall abundance in that habitat.
Here, we show how misleading this reasoning is for the situation of the Tinoco data. We follow the same
approach as above, but now withhold the information of independent plant and pollinator abundance, and
use marginal totals instead. For the test data, this leads to the weird situation that we know how often a
species has been observed in an interaction, but pretend not to know with whom. (The situation would be
that of two ecologists collecting the data side-by-side, with one only noting own the plants visited, but not
the birds visiting them, and the other the other way around. Concieveable, but unlikely.)

tapnet_web1.w <- make_tapnet(tree_low=plant_tree, tree_high=humm_tree, networks=
networks[1], traits_low=plant_traits, traits_high=humm_traits, npems_lat=4)

## Warning in make_tapnet(tree_low = plant_tree, tree_high = humm_tree, networks = networks[1],
: No abundances for lower trophic level were provided. Using marginal totals instead.
## Warning in make_tapnet(tree_low = plant_tree, tree_high = humm_tree, networks = networks[1],
: No abundances for higher trophic level were provided. Using marginal totals instead.

tapnet_web2.w <- make_tapnet(tree_low=plant_tree, tree_high=humm_tree, networks=
networks[2], traits_low=plant_traits, traits_high=humm_traits, npems_lat=4)
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## Warning in make_tapnet(tree_low = plant_tree, tree_high = humm_tree, networks = networks[2],
: No abundances for lower trophic level were provided. Using marginal totals instead.
## Warning in make_tapnet(tree_low = plant_tree, tree_high = humm_tree, networks = networks[2],
: No abundances for higher trophic level were provided. Using marginal totals instead.

tapnet_web3.w <- make_tapnet(tree_low=plant_tree, tree_high=humm_tree, networks=
networks[3], traits_low=plant_traits, traits_high=humm_traits, npems_lat=4)

## Warning in make_tapnet(tree_low = plant_tree, tree_high = humm_tree, networks = networks[3],
: No abundances for lower trophic level were provided. Using marginal totals instead.
## Warning in make_tapnet(tree_low = plant_tree, tree_high = humm_tree, networks = networks[3],
: No abundances for higher trophic level were provided. Using marginal totals instead.

fit_web1.w <- fit_tapnet(tapnet=tapnet_web1.w)
fit_web2.w <- fit_tapnet(tapnet=tapnet_web2.w)
fit_web3.w <- fit_tapnet(tapnet=tapnet_web3.w)

preds2.tapnet1.w <- predict_tapnet(fit=fit_web1.w, abuns=tapnet_web2.w$networks[[1]]$abuns)
preds3.tapnet1.w <- predict_tapnet(fit=fit_web1.w, abuns=tapnet_web3.w$networks[[1]]$abuns)
preds1.tapnet2.w <- predict_tapnet(fit=fit_web2.w, abuns=tapnet_web1.w$networks[[1]]$abuns)
preds3.tapnet2.w <- predict_tapnet(fit=fit_web2.w, abuns=tapnet_web3.w$networks[[1]]$abuns)
preds1.tapnet3.w <- predict_tapnet(fit=fit_web3.w, abuns=tapnet_web1.w$networks[[1]]$abuns)
preds2.tapnet3.w <- predict_tapnet(fit=fit_web3.w, abuns=tapnet_web2.w$networks[[1]]$abuns)

cors.tapnet.w <- c(
cor(as.vector(preds2.tapnet1.w), as.vector(tapnet_web2.w$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds3.tapnet1.w), as.vector(tapnet_web3.w$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds1.tapnet2.w), as.vector(tapnet_web1.w$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds3.tapnet2.w), as.vector(tapnet_web3.w$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds1.tapnet3.w), as.vector(tapnet_web1.w$networks[[1]]$web)),
cor(as.vector(preds2.tapnet3.w), as.vector(tapnet_web2.w$networks[[1]]$web))

)
cors.tapnet.w

## [1] 0.8044350 0.7580522 0.8108440 0.5426476 0.7749173 0.7946178

mean(cors.tapnet.w)

## [1] 0.7475857

Please post comments, corrections or additions through github.com/biometry/tapnet.
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